
 

Standard NZDA 100m targets to be shot in one detail 2 minutes between each target from the 

following positions: 

 PRONE 5 shots scoring in 4 minutes 

 KNEELING 5 shots scoring in 4 minutes 

 STANDING 5 shots scoring in 4 minutes 

 SNAP 5 shots standing (start from rifle at hip arms straight finger off trigger 4 seconds 

limit)  

Standard 200m NZDA targets to be shot in one detail 2 minutes between each target prep:  

 PRONE 5 shots scoring in 2 minutes 

 PRONE RAPID FIRE 5 shots scoring in 20 seconds commands LOAD close bolts. START 

commence shooting .STOP any shots after stop command highest score deducted and 

not fired are lost 

 SITTING 5 shots scoring in 2 minutes 

 STANDING 5 shots scoring in 2 minutes 

NOTE: Same targets may be shared for more than one position with previous shots being 

marked off with a pen or clear tape during the prep time. 



Same as for centrefire, except 10 shots per position in 4 minutes and read 100m as 50m and 

200m as 100m. 

  

SIGHT (targets may be sighted through sights)  LOAD (close bolts)  

ATTENTION (arms straight hip)    START (raise rifle sight target and shoot)  

STOP (at 4 seconds stop shooting on command any shots fired after stop highest score will be 

deducted. Any shots not taken are lost. After each shot return to arms straight reload and ready 

for next call.) 

1. Any rifle except .22 rimfire only in rimfire shoot. Any centrefire rifle in centrefire shoot max 

calibre 8mm. The aim is to be inclusive the skill is in the shooter not the rifle. Any sights but not 

computer directed or laser aimed. 

2. No shooting jackets, slings, specialised shooting boots, shooting trousers, ,no rests bipods 

etc,shotgun type vest is ok,hunting or street clothing kneeling roll may be used to sit on during 

sitting or under the arch when kneeling. Shooting mats may be used. 

3. In the sitting position elbows must be within 3 inches of the knees 

4. Triggers may be of any weight but must be able to be demonstrated as safe with a bolt close 

and bump test. 

5. No adjustments to the rifle during the shoot all adjustable components of rifle must be put in 

position before the prone and left that way throughout the full programme of the competition. 

6. A disputes committee will be elected before the start of the shoot. All disputes will be heard by 

the committee an all decisions will be final  

7. Targets will be inward gauging and gauged to the calibre of the rifle used by the competitor 

8. Running boar event should be held simultaneously so each detail can compete in running boar 

after finishing if desired 

9. Prizes: medals or certificates will be awarded at the discretion of the organiser. 

10. The shoot shall be open to all members of the public, not just NZDA members. Medals are not 

exclusive to NZDA members and will be awarded to non members who may win them. Trophies 

will only be awarded to the top NZDA members. 

11. Teams of 4 will be entered by the NZDA branches made up only of NZDA members from that 

branch and trophies will be awarded to the winning team. 

12.  ENTRY FEE will be decided by the national shoot committee who may include a levy and the 

club running the shoot. 

13.  Refreshments and food will be available during the shoot provided by the hosts who may 

charge for this if they wish. 

14.  No sighting shots allowed before or during match. 

15.  No butt hooks, palm rests or raiser blocks. 


